Let G → B be a bundle of compact Lie groups acting on a fiber bundle Y → B. In this paper we introduce and study gauge-equivariant K-theory groups K
Introduction
Families of elliptic operators invariant with respect to a family of Lie groups appear in gauge theory and in the analysis of geometric operators on certain non-compact manifolds. They arise, for example, in the analysis of the Dirac operator on a compact S 1 -manifold M , provided that we desingularize the action of S 1 by replacing the original metric g with φ −2 g, where φ is the length of the infinitesimal generator of the S 1 -action. The main result of [30] states that the kernel of the new Dirac operator on the open manifold M M then is when is this new Dirac operator (on M M S 1 ) Fredholm. The answer [25, 26] is that, in general, the Fredholm property of elliptic geometric operators on M M S 1 is controlled by the invertibility of a certain family of operators invariant with respect to a family of solvable Lie groups. Operators invariant with respect to a family of Lie groups G → B will be called gauge-invariant operators or G-invariant operators in what follows.
Gauge-invariant operators were studied in [29] , where an index theorem for these operators was also obtained in the case when G → B is a family of solvable Lie groups. In this paper, we study the case of G-invariant operators when G is a bundle of compact Lie groups. In a certain way, the general case of operators invariant with respect to a family of connected Lie groups can be reduced to the cases when the fibers are solvable or compact groups, by using the structure of connected Lie groups. There exist, however, quite significant differences between families of solvable Lie groups and families of compact Lie groups.
Here are two of the most important differences between families of compact Lie groups and families of solvable Lie groups. First, a family of compact Lie groups is always locally trivial. In particular, all fibers of a family of compact Lie groups are isomorphic over each connected component of the base, see Section 1. This need not be the case for families of nilpotent groups, for example. Second, the theory of families of compact Lie groups is more closely related to gauge theory and Physics than to Analysis on non-compact manifolds. This is mainly because bundles of compact Lie groups are one of the main objects of study in gauge theory (see, for example, [4, 21, 40, 14] ), but there are also other reasons. For example, gauge-invariant operators are related to anomalies in physics and to the Aronov-Bohm effect [2, 1, 7, 8, 11, 27, 32] . Also, it is also possible that gauge-invariant operators are related to the second quantization in field theory [14, 19] . An interesting possibility is to study whether Ramond-Ramond charges [17, 18, 28, 41, 42] can be realized as gauge-equivariant indices.
From now on and throughout this paper, we shall assume that G → B is a bundle of compact Lie groups (except in Section 1 or when explicitly mentioned otherwise).
The relation between gauge-invariant operators and Physics provides further motivation for the study of gauge-invariant operators.
A first problem that we solve for gauge-invariant operators is to define their index. We actually give two definitions of this index. The first definition is geometric and the second one is algebraic. The advantage of the geometric definition is that it is closer to the classical definition of the index of a family of operators in the Atiyah and Singer paper on families [5] . The advantage of the algebraic definition of the index, however, is that it works in general, whereas the geometric definition requires a certain finite holonomy assumption on our bundle of Lie groups. This finite holonomy assumption is automatically satisfied if the typical fiber of our bundle of Lie groups has a center of dimension ≤ 1, but not in general.
For the geometric definition of the gauge-equivariant index, we first define groups K j G (Y ) for any fiber bundle π : Y → B on which G acts smoothly. (We assume that the action of G preserves the fibers of Y → B.) These groups are defined geometrically in terms of G-equivariant vector bundles on Y and give rise to a contravariant functor in Y that has all the usual properties of equivariant K-theory: homotopy invariance, continuity, and Bott periodicity. These groups behave well when G has finite holonomy (or, more generally, representation theoretic finite holonomy, see Section 3 where these conditions were introduced). The geometric definition of the index associates an element of the group K 0 G (B) to any G-invariant continuous family of pseudodifferential operators on Y . This is done as in the classical case by perturbing our family to a family consisting of operators whose range is closed (or, equivalently, such that the family of their kernels defines a vector bundle over the base). The difficulty is that we have to perform all these constructions equivariantly.
For the algebraic construction of the analytic index of a G-equivariant family of elliptic operators, we consider C * (G), the C * -algebra of G, which (in our case) can be defined as the completion of the convolution algebra of G with respect to the action on each L 2 (G b ). Then
whenever G satisfies the finite holonomy assumption mentioned above (Theorem 5.2). Using some basic constructions in K-theory, we can then give a direct definition of the gauge-invariant index with values in K 0 (C * (G)), which turns out to be equivalent to the geometric definition of the gauge-equivariant index, if we take into account the isomorphism of Equation (1) above. For this construction, we need no assumption on G (except that the fibers of G → B are compact Lie groups), but it has the disadvantage that it is less elementary and certainly less explicit. We leave the problem of determining the gaugeequivariant index of a G-invariant family of elliptic operators for another paper [31] , since it requires several new techniques.
The algebra C * (G) turns out to decompose naturally as a direct sum of (algebras of continuous sections of) fields of finite dimensional algebras on finite coverings of B. Assume that the typical fiber G of G → B is connected and denote by G ′ the derived group of G. The Dixmier-Douady invariants of these fields can be recovered from a unique class in H 2 (B, Z(G) ∩ G ′ ) (see also [13, 15, 16, 36] for more on these invariants). The K-theory groups of these algebras are twisted K-theory groups, as the ones appearing in the study of Ramond-Ramond fields [10, 17, 18, 41, 42] . This suggests some possible connections between the structure of Ramond-Ramond fields and gauge-equivariant index theory. An interesting possibility would be that the Ramond-Ramond charges can be realized as gauge-equivariant indices.
Let us now briefly describe the contents of each section. In Section 1, we introduce bundles of Lie groups and define their actions on spaces. We also introduce the algebras of (families of) gauge-invariant pseudo-differential operators. This is the only section were we do not assume that the fibers of G → B are compact. In Section 2, we discuss the holonomy of the representation spaces associated to bundles of Lie groups. For instance, we introduce the condition that a bundle of Lie groups have finite holonomy, which will play an important role in the study of gauge-equivariant K-theory. The gauge-equivariant Ktheory groups K 0 G (Y ) of a bundle Y → B on which G acts are introduced in Section 3. In that section, we establish several properties of these groups. If the bundle G → B has finite holonomy, then the groups K 0 G behave like the usual equivariant K-theory groups, but they can behave very differently if this condition is not satisfied. For example, not every G-equivariant vector bundle can be realized as a sub-bundle of a trivial bundle in general; this is possible, however, if G → B has representation theoretic finite holonomy, which is actually the reason why we introduced this condition, in the first place. The gauge-equivariant K-theory groups appear naturally as the receptacles of the indices of gauge-equivariant families of elliptic operators. These indices are defined geometrically in Section 4 and analytically in Section 6. These two definition are shown to coincide using the structure of the K-theory of C * (G) and, especially, the
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Gauge-invariant pseudodifferential operators
We now describe the settings in which we shall work. If f i : Y i → B, i = 1, 2, are two maps, we shall denote by
their fibered product. Fiber bundles will figure prominently in this paper. Even if we are often interested primarily in smooth fiber bundles, we have found it more convenient to work in the framework of "longitudinally smooth" fiber bundles, whose definition is recalled below. This simplifies and makes more natural certain constructions in this paper, The reader can safely assume for most results that the bundles are smooth. In fact, we have included in "[ ]" the corresponding statements for smooth fiber bundles. Definition 1.1. Let B be a locally compact topological space. A locally trivial fiber bundle π : Y → B with typical fiber F is called longitudinally smooth if, by definition, F is a smooth manifold and the structure group of this bundle reduces to Diff(F ), the group of C ∞ -diffeomorphisms of the fiber F .
In particular, every smooth bundle is longitudinally smooth. We now introduce bundles of Lie groups. 
will be referred to as the principal symbol of an element (or operator) in ψ
G when G and Y are smooth fiber bundles. As usual, an operator D ∈ ψ m inv (Y ) is called elliptic if, and only if, its principal symbol is everywhere invertible.
In the particular case when Y = G and G is a smooth bundle, ψ ∞ inv (G) identifies with convolution operators on each fiber G b that have compactly supported kernels, are smooth outside the identity, and have only conormal singularities at the identity. In particular, ψ
, with the fiberwise convolution product.
All constructions and definitions above extend to operators acting between sections of a G-equivariant vector bundle E → Y . Recall that a bundle E → Y is G-equivariant if G acts on the total space of E, the projection E → Y is G equivariant, and the induced action E y → E gy between the fibers of E → Y is linear. The space of order m, classical, G-invariant pseudodifferential operators acting on sections of E will be denoted by ψ 
be the group of automorphisms of the pair (G, F ), that is, Aut(G, F ) consists of pairs (α, β), where α is an automorphism of G and β : F → F is a diffeomorphism satisfying β(gf ) = α(g)β(f ). Note that Aut(G, F ) acts on both G and F . Moreover, the map (action) G × F → F is Aut(G, F )-equivariant. 
Proof. Let Q be the set of triples (b, α, β) where b ∈ B, α : G → G b is a group isomorphism, and β : F → Y b is an equivariant map, in the sense that β(gf ) = α(g)β(f ) (as in the definition of the group Aut(G, F )). The projection map p : Q → B is given by the projection onto the first coordinate. By definition, p −1 (b 0 ) = Aut(G, F ), so in particular, this fiber is not empty. It is clear that Aut(G, F ) acts simply, transitively on each non-empty fiber p −1 (b). To complete the proof, all we need then is to check that Q is locally trivial. To this end, we may assume that G = B × G. The action of G on Y reduces then to an action of G. Since G is compact, we can choose a G-invariant metric on Y . The Levi-Civita connection will give then rise to a G-equivariant diffeomorphism Y b ≃ F of the fibers Y b , for b close to b 0 . This proves the local triviality.
Similar ideas can be used to prove that a family of Lie groups with connected compact fibers is locally trivial, and hence that it defines a bundle of Lie groups. Let us first define the concept of a family of Lie groups, a concept that we consider only in the smooth category. 
is differentiable.
We remark that B embeds naturally in G as the space of units of the groups G b . If G is a smooth family of Lie groups, then B is a smooth submanifold of G. We also remark that a bundle of Lie groups is a particular case of a continuous family groupoid (see [25, 26] for definitions) whose space of units identifies with B. Let us denote by d, r : G → B the domain and, respectively, the range maps of this groupoid. Then d = r, for our groupoid. If we work in the differentiable category, this groupoid is a differentiable groupoid.
For the rest of this section and then throughout the paper, we shall assume that the fibers of the bundles (or families) of Lie groups that we consider are compact. The following result is probably already known. Proof. It is enough to prove that G → B is locally trivial. Fix b 0 ∈ B, and let t 0 ∈ G b0 be a topological generator of a maximal torus of G b0 (recall that this means that the least closed subgroup of G b0 containing t 0 is a maximal torus). Choose a smooth local section t of G, such that t(b 0 ) = t 0 . Let H b be the set of elements of G b commuting with t(b). Then the root spaces associated to these maximal tori vary continuously with b and hence the root systems of all the groups G b are isomorphic. This proves that the bundle g of Lie algebras is locally constant, by Serre's theorem. Since π 1 (G b ) is also constant, we also obtain that all the groups G b are isomorphic.
Let us verify now the assumption that we made above, that is that in a small neighborhood of b 0 all the groups G b have maximal tori of the same dimension.
The Lie algebra Lie H b is the kernel of ad t b . Since the operators ad t b depend continuously on b (on any trivialization of g as a vector bundle), the dimension of the kernels of ad t b is ≤ the dimension of H b0 in a small neighborhood of b 0 . Since H b contains a maximal torus of G b , for any b, we obtain that the set of points b such that the dimension of a maximal torus of G B is ≤ n is an open subset of B. We can approach then b 0 with a sequence of distinct points b n such that G bn have maximal tori of the same dimension l, for any n.
Then the maximal tori of H 0 bn also have dimension l. Fix a metric on g and let X 1 , . . . , X d ∈ Lie G b0 be a basis of Lie G b0 , which we extend to a basis of Lie H 0 bn , at least for n large. Let ǫ > 0 be small, but fixed. If we denote by
as n → ∞, for any i and j. Let δ > 0 be arbitrary. This proves that for n large all the elements exp(ǫX j (b n )) are in a δ neighborhood of a torus of dimension l. By letting δ → 0 and n → ∞, we obtain that l coincides with the dimension of H b0 .
Finite holonomy conditions
From now on and throughout the paper all bundles of Lie groups that we shall consider will have compact fibers. Also, unless explicitly otherwise mentioned, B will be a compact space and G → B will be a bundle of compact Lie groups.
We shall now take a closer look at the structure of bundles of Lie groups whose typical fiber is a compact Lie group G. Let Aut(G) be the group of automorphisms of G. By definition, there exists then a principal Aut(G)-bundle P → B such that
Let G be the (disjoint) union of the sets G b of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of the groups G b . Using the natural action of Aut(G) on G, we can naturally identify G with P × Aut(G) G as fiber bundles over B.
Let Aut 0 (G) be the connected component of the identity in Aut(G). The group Aut 0 (G) will act trivially on the set G, because the later is discrete. Let H R := Aut(G)/ Aut 0 (G) and P 0 := P/ Aut 0 (G). Then P 0 is an H R -principal bundle and G ≃ P 0 × HR G.
Assume now that B is a path-connected, locally simply-connected space and fix a point b 0 ∈ B. Then the bundle P 0 is is classified by a morphism π 1 (B, b 0 ) → H R because the structure group H R of this principal bundle is discrete.
The space G will be called the representation space of G, the covering G → B will be called the representation covering associated to G. Fix arbitrary a base point of B. If B is path-connected and locally simply-connected, then the resulting morphism
will be called the holonomy of the representation covering of G.
For our further reasoning, we shall sometimes need the following finite holonomy condition.
Definition 2.1. We say that G has representation theoretic finite holonomy if every σ ∈ G is contained in a compact-open subset of G.
In the interesting cases, the above condition can be reformulated as follows.
Proposition 2.2. Assume that B is path-connected and locally simply-connected. Then G has representation theoretic finite holonomy if, and only if, the following condition is satisfied: for any irreducible representation σ of G, the set
Proof. Since G is a covering of B, its compact-open subsets coincide with the finite unions of the connected components of G that are finite coverings of B (i.e. cover B finitely-many times to one). Let B σ be the connected component of G containig a given point σ ∈ G. The typical fiber of
The result now follows.
The above condition ensuring representation theoretic finite holonomy are difficult to check directly, so we shall also consider the following closely related condition. Definition 2.3. Assume B is smooth and connected. We shall say that G has finite holonomy if the image
These two "finite holonomy" conditions are related as follows. 
is a finite group, it is enough then to show that the image of π 1 (B, b 0 ) in Aut(Z 0 ) is finite whenever G has representation theoretic finite holonomy.
The set S 0 of irreducible representations of Z 0 identifies with a lattice in the vector space V = Lie Z 0 . Choose a basis v 1 , . . . , v n ∈ S 0 of V . By assumption, the sets S j = π 1 (B, b 0 )v j are finite. The action of π 1 (B, b 0 ) then defines a group morphism from π 1 (B, b 0 ) to Aut(S j ), the product of the permutation groups of the sets S j . Let K be the kernel of this morphism, then the morphism π 1 (B, b 0 ) → Aut(Z 0 ) factors through K. This is enough to complete the proof of the fact that representation theoretic finite holonomy implies finite holonomy for a bundle of compact Lie groups G with connected fibers.
Let us note the following two consequence of the above proof that will be useful in proving our results on the Dixmier-Douady invariants in Section 5. Denote by G int ⊂ Aut(G) the subgroup of inner automorphisms of G. 
If dim Z 0 ≤ 1, the group of automorphisms of Z 0 is finite and this is enough to complete the proof.
Here is an example that the finite holonomy condition is not always satisfied by a bundle of compact Lie groups G → B. Let A be the matrix
This matrix induces an automorphism α of the compact torus T = S 1 × S 1 by the formula
Let us consider on the unit circle S 1 a bundle of tori G A with fiber T and holonomy A. This bundle can be realized as the quotient of R × T by the equivalence relation (t + n, z, w)
sends then a generator of Z to the automorphism α. Clearly the range of this morphism is not finite. The only irreducible representation σ of T with the property that π 1 (S 1 )σ is finite is the trivial representation.
Gauge equivariant K-theory
In this section, we define the gauge equivariant K-theory groups for spaces endowed with the action of a bundle of compact Lie groups G. As we shall see, these are the right K-theory groups for our index calculations. We formulate everything for the case of (locally) compact Hausdorff topological spaces and continuous fiber bundles. However, one can easily extend the following results to the smooth setting (we usually include the necessary changes inside square brackets).
Let d : G → B be a bundle of compact Lie groups over a compact space B and let π : Y → B be a fiber bundle. We assume, as in the previous section, that Y is a G-fiber bundle (that is, that G acts on Y ). Let E be a finite-dimensional vector bundle E → Y equipped with an action of G. Such a vector bundle will also be called a G-equivariant vector bundle. This implies, in particular, that
Definition 3.1. Let E → Y be a G-equivariant vector bundle and let E ′ → Y ′ be a G ′ -equivariant vector bundle, for two bundles of Lie groups G → B and
(A map ϕ with these properties will be called γ-equivariant.)
[All the above maps are assumed to be smooth when working in the smooth category.]
In particular, the maps (γ, ϕ) in the above definition give rise also to a map B ′ → B and to a γ-equivariant map Y ′ → Y . As usual, if ψ : B ′ → B is a continuous [respectively, smooth] map, we define the inverse image
A particular case of this definition is when ψ is an embedding, when it gives the definition of the restriction of a G-equivariant vector bundle E to a closed subset B ′ ⊂ B of the base of G, yielding a G B ′ -equivariant vector bundle. Usually G will be fixed, however.
The set of isomorphism classes of equivariant vector bundles E on Y , as above, will be denoted by E G (Y ). On this set we introduce a monoid operation, denoted "+," using the direct sum of vector bundles. This defines a monoid structure on the set E G (Y ). 
The groups K 0 G (Y ) will be called gauge equivariant K-theory groups, when we do not need to specify G. If B is reduced to a point, then G is a Lie group, and the groups K 0 G (Y ) reduce to the usual equivariant K-groups. More generally, this is true if G ≃ B × G is a trivial bundle. The familiar functoriality properties of the usual equivariant K-theory groups extend to the gauge equivariant K-theory groups. 
(denoted also f
Proof. The pull-back operation preserves the direct sum of equivariant vector bundles, so it induces a morphism of monoids
is the group completion of this morphism.
We now proceed to establish the main properties of the gauge equivariant K-theory groups. Most of them are similar to those of the usual equivariant K-theory groups, but there are also some striking differences.
First, let us observe that we can extend as usual the definition of the gauge-equivariant groups to non-compact G-fiber bundles Y . Let Y be a G-fiber bundle. We shall denote then by Y + := Y ∪ B the space obtained from Y by one-point compactifying each fiber.
Definition 3.4. Assume that the typical fiber of the G-fiber bundle Y → B is a locally compact space. We define then
Note that the above groups are "compactly supported" K-groups. These are the only K-theory groups that we shall consider when working with non-compact manifolds.
We now discuss induction. Let G ⊂ G ′ be a sub-bundle of the bundle of Lie groups G ′ → B. Also, let Y be a G-fiber bundle and Y ′ be a G ′ -bundle. The fibered product over G, namely × G , is defined as the quotient of × B , the fibered product over B, by the action of G, its action on G ′ being by right translations, namely
called the induction morphism.
The inverse is given by the restriction to
Proof. Note that Y identifies with the image of
This shows that it makes sense to consider the restriction map
The proof of the fact that ι• r is the identity follows from the fact that any G-equivariant isomorphism 
If G were a compact group, the analogous statement would be that
, which is clearly true only if G is trivial. This kind of pathologies are ruled out by considering only bundles of Lie groups with representation theoretic finite holonomy.
Let us denote by C(G) the group of continuous sections of G, that is, the group of continuous maps γ : B → G. The group C(G) acts on Γ(E) according to the rule (γs)(y) = γ(b)s((γ(b)) −1 y), where γ ∈ C(G), s ∈ Γ(E), and y ∈ Y b . We now define a continuous map Av G : Γ(E) → Γ G (E), where Γ G (E) is the space of C(G)-invariant sections of E, by the formula
the measure on G b being normalized to have total mass one. In the following, by a G-invariant section of a C(G)-module we shall understand a C(G)-invariant section.
Proof. We proceed as in the classical case (cf. [3] ). First extend the section s ′ to a section s 1 of E over the whole of Y , not necessarily equivariant. The desired extension is obtained by setting s = Av G (s 1 ).
We have the following analog of the corresponding classical result (see [3] or [23] , for example).
Theorem 3.8. Let E and F be G-equivariant vector bundles over X, and α :
Proof. First, we can define a possibly not equivariant morphism of bundles β : F → E such that α β = Id F (see, e.g. [23, Theorem I.5.13]). Then, let us take β := Av G ( β), which we define by regarding β as an element of the G-equivariant vector bundle Hom(F, E). Then 
By averaging with respect to G (using the map Av G ), we can assume that Φ b is G-equivariant.
Then Φ(ξ j ) will define by restriction a set of generating sections of E b ′ , for b ′ in a neighborhood U b of b. Cover B with finitely many such neighborhoods U bj , and let V → B be the direct sum of all the bundles W (b j ) and Φ := ⊕Φ bj .
Our construction then gives a G-equivariant map
that is surjective by construction. We have thus constructed a surjective map Y × B V → E. An application of Theorem 3.8 concludes the proof.
Let us observe that the above result is not true for G A , the bundle of two dimensional tori over S 1 considered at the end of Section 1. Indeed, let G ⊂ G A be subset of all elements of order two of the fibers of G A . Then G → S 1 is a trivial bundle of finite groups:
We know by Theorem 3.5 that
the isomorphism being given by restriction to
On the other hand, if E → Y ′ were a subbundle of a trivial E ′ bundle over Y ′ , then E| S 1 would also be a G-equivariant sub-bundle of the trivial We now check that the category of G-equivariant vector bundles is a Banach category (see Definition 7.3). All the other properties of the gauge equivariant K-theory groups that we shall prove will turn out to be consequences of a some general theorems on Banach categories from [22, 23] . We shall obtain, in particular, that gauge equivariant K-theory has long exact sequences and satisfies Bott periodicity. Proof. First, the set Γ(E) of all continuous sections s : Y → E of a G-equivariant vector bundle E → Y over a compact G-fiber bundle Y → B becomes a Banach space when endowed with the "sup"-norm. Consider now two G-equivariant vector bundles E and F over a compact G-fiber bundle Y . The vector bundle Hom(E, F ) will have a natural G-action. As usual, we can identify Γ G (Hom(E, F )) with the set of G-equivariant morphisms ϕ : E → F , which is hence a Banach space. The composition of morphisms E 3 ) is continuous because the category of vector bundles is a Banach category. The restriction to G-equivariant morphisms will also be continuous. This checks all conditions of Definition 7.3 (see the Appendix, where Banach categories are discussed following [22, 23] )), and hence the proof is now complete.
This proposition allows now to establish several useful Lemmata. Proof. We apply Lemma 3.7 to the bundle Hom(E, F ) and use the fact that the set of isomorphisms forms an open subset of the set of all homomorphisms.
If
Proof. We proceed as in [3] 
Hence the isomorphism class of (f * E)| t = f * t E is a locally constant function of t. The connectedness of I completes then the proof. Proof. Choose an arbitrary Hermitian metric on E, regarded as an element of the G-equivariant vector bundle E * ⊗ E * . Its average will then be a G-invariant Hermitian metric.
Another immediate consequence of Theorem 3.9 is the following important property. Proof. We shall use the concepts recalled in the Appendix. Since the restriction map
is a continuous linear map of Banach spaces (cf. the proof of Proposition 3.11), ρ is a Banach functor. By Lemma 3.12, ρ is full. Finally, it is quasi-surjective by Theorem 3.9, because
Definition 3.16. Following the general scheme presented in the Appendix (Section 7), we define the K-groups for a compact space B by setting 
Theorem 3.17. (Bott-Clifford periodicity) We have a natural isomorphism
Proof. 
where (D n , S n−1 ) is a ball and its boundary.
Proof. This is proved for general (complex) Banach categories in [22, Theorem 2.3.3].
Theorem 3.19. Suppose that Y → B is a closed invariant sub-bundle of a compact G-fiber bundle
X → B. Then the projection κ : X → X/Y induces an isomorphism κ * : K G (X/Y, {y}) → K G (X, Y ).
Proof. We shall follow the proof in [23, II.2.35].
Let us prove first that κ * is surjective. Let d(E, F, α) be an element of K G (X, Y ). By adding the same bundle to E and F , we may assume, without loss of generality, that F ∼ = X × B V (that is, that F is the pull-back from B of a vector bundle V → B). We want to find a triple ( Then we can define an isomorphism f : E → κ * (E ′ ) by f | X\Y = Id, with the identification κ * E ′ | X\Y = E ′ | X\Y = E| X\Y , and f | N = Id with the identification κ
According to Proposition 7.7, there is a bundle T over X such that κ *
As before we may assume that
be the isomorphism which is equal to β over X \ Y , and to α ′ over {y}. Then β ′ is continuous and is an extension of α
Proof. It follows by writing the long exact sequence (Equation (10)) for the pair (Y + , B).
Using the above Lemma, we see that the long exact sequence extends of Equation (10) extends to non-compact G-fiber bundles X and Y . 
It is necessary to verify the compatibility condition K 
proves immediately the required compatibility:
In this proof we have also used the identifications
in view of Theorem 3.19.
The analytic index: a geometric approach
For a family of elliptic operators invariant with respect to a bundle of compact Lie groups G → B, it is possible to extend the definition of the family index to obtain an index with values in the gaugeequivariant K-theory groups K 0 G (B) introduced in the previous section. In this section we provide an explicit geometric construction of this index when G has representation theoretic finite holonomy. The general case requires different methods and will be treated in Section 6. We continue to assume that B is compact. It is known that every locally trivial bundle of infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces on a finite dimensional base is actually trivial, because the space of unitary operators of an infinite dimensional Hilbert space is contractable (Kuiper's theorem [24] ). See also Dixmier's book [15] .
We fix in this section a bundle of compact Lie groups G → B, with representation theoretic finite holonomy and with a B compact, path connected, and locally simply-connected topological space. 
Lemma 4.2. Assume that G → B has representation theoretic finite holonomy (as above). Suppose that
Proof. For any irreducible representation σ of G, let us denote S σ = π 1 (B, b 0 )σ. Our assumption that G has representation theoretic finite holonomy is equivalent to saying that all sets S σ are finite (Proposition 2.2). These sets then partition G, the set of irreducible representations of G. . Using the fiberwise averaging with respect to G b , we see that we can assume each L n to be invariant. We can then take the component of KER corresponding to σ to be L n , for some large n. 
is called the gauge-equivariant index of the invariant Fredholm family F .
Lemma 4.4. The gauge-equivariant index ind G F is well defined, that is, it depends only on F and not on the choice of the G-equivariant sub-bundle KER.
Proof. Let us consider two possible choices for the bundle KER of Lemma 4.2 that was used to define the gauge-equivariant index. Denote these two sub-bundles by KER 1 and KER 2 and identify them with the orthogonal the projections onto their ranges. Let P 1 and P 2 be these two projection. The proof of Lemma 4.2 shows that we can find a new sub-bundle KER with associated projection P such that P 1 − P 1 P < ǫ and P 2 − P 2 P < ǫ, with ǫ as small as we want. It is enough to check then that both KER 1 and KER give rise to the same index. But P 1 is close to the subprojection χ(P P 1 P ) of P obtained by applying the functional analytic calculus to P P 1 P , where χ is locally constant, equal to 0 in a neighborhood of 0 and equal to 1 in a neighborhood of 1. Since close projections are homotopic and the index does not change under homotopies, we see that we can actually assume that P 1 ≤ P (that is, that P 1 is a subprojection of P ). But then F is injective from the range of P − P 1 , (P − P 1 )H 0 to F (P − P 1 )H 1 . Moreover, F (P − P 1 )H is also a finite-dimensional vector bundle over B. Let COK 1 be the cokernel of F acting on P 1 H 0 . The above discussion shows that
The gauge-equivariant index has the usual properties of the index of elliptic operators. 
Proof. The family F
′ is Fredholm by the usual Hilbert space argument which applies since our operators are norm continuous in any trivialization. Moreover, for F ′ sufficiently close to F , we can choose the same sub-bundle KER to define the gauge-equivariant index of F ′ , while the corresponding COK and COK ′ will be isomorphic. See also [39] . 
which will be called the analytic index morphism. A more general definition of this morphism (without finite holonomy conditions will be obtained in Section 6. The locally trivial bundle of G-Hilbert spaces H 0 defined above will be called the bundle of Sobolev spaces of order l associated to Y → B. One has the following easy but useful statement.
Proof. Let G be the typical fiber of G → B and fix σ ∈ G. Let H → B be a bundle of Sobolev spaces associated to Y → B. Then the multiplicity of σ in the fiber H b is a multiple of the dimension of
The following lemma explains why we are interested in saturated Hilbert bundles. Proof. Choose compact subsets U α ⊂ B and trivializations
We can choose the sets U α such that their interiors cover B.
We can choose then embeddings J α : E| Uα → H| Uα inductively such that J α and J β have orthogonal ranges above each b ∈ U α ∩ U β , if α = β. Let φ 2 α be a partition of unity subordinated to the interiors of U α . Then J = φ α J α is the desired embedding.
For the proof of the next theorem we shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.9. Let E 1 , E 2 → B be two G-equivariant vector bundles on a path-connected, locally simplyconnected topological space B such that their classes in gauge equivariant theory coincide (that is,
Proof. The existence of E satisfying the first assumption follows from the definition of the group completion of a monoid.
To obtain the second property, we just decompose the vector bundles according to representations σ in the orbits of π 1 (B, b 0 ) on G. (See the discussion at the end of Section 1.) Then we notice that the dimension of the isotypical subspace (E b ) σ is the same for any σ ∈ G b belonging to a fixed connected component of G.
In the proof of the following theorem, we shall use the completion of the algebra ψ −∞ inv (Y ; E) of order −∞, invariant operators on Y and acting on square integrable sections of E. We shall denote by C * (Y ; G, E) the resulting algebra. It has a natural norm
where b is the norm of operators acting on the Hilbert space , we can find a G-equivariant vector bundle E → B such that KER ⊕E ∼ = COK ⊕E. We can choose this bundle E such that all irreducible representations σ ∈ G that appear in (some fiber of) E also appear in (some fiber of) the bundle of Sobolev spaces H s (Y ; E). Lemma 4.8 then shows that we can identify E with a G-equivariant sub-bundle the orthogonal complement of KER. Then, by replacing our original choice of KER with KER ⊕E and then by replacing COK with the new cokernel space, we can assume that KER ∼ = COK.
Let T : KER → COK be a G-equivariant isomorphism of these two G-equivariant vector bundles. Then T is a G-invariant family of compact operators acting on sections of H s (Y ; E) with values sections of H s−m (Y ; F ). Let P be the orthogonal projection onto KER. Then 
, we can find an operator R ∈ ψ −∞ inv (Y ; E) that is close enough to R ′ to ensure that D + R is also invertible in all fibers.
The structure of G-equivariant K-groups
In this section we shall study the structure of the algebra C * (G) introduced in the previous section as the completion of ψ −∞ inv (G) in the norm of Equation 12. We shall also relate the gauge-equivariant K-theory groups of G with the K-theory groups of C * (G). For each b ∈ B, denote by µ b the translation invariant measure on G b whose total mass is one. Because the bundle G → B is locally trivial, we know that the function B ∋ b → µ b (f ) ∈ C is continuous, for any continuous function f on B. Let us denote by C(B) the space of continuous functions on G with the fiberwise convolution product and the involution f * (g) = f (g −1 ). The algebra C(G) also acts on each L 2 (G) and we can check using the local trivialization of G that C(G) is dense in C * (G). The algebra that we have introduced above is usually denoted C * r (G), whereas the notation C * (G) is reserved for the envelopping C * -algebra of C(G). It can be shown, but we shall not need this, that in our case C * (G) = C * r (G), which justifies our notation. (See [26] for the definition of the envelopping C * -algebra of a groupoid and for related concepts).
Recall that we have denoted by P a principal Aut(G)-bundle that defines G in the sense that G = P × Aut(G) G, for some fixed Lie group G. Also, recall that in this paper G was assumed to be compact beginning with Section 3.
If G (or, equivalently, P) is trivial, then C * (G) ≃ C(B, C * (G)), the algebra of continuous functions on B with values in C * (G). (As usual, we have denoted by C * (G) the norm completion of the convolution algebra of G actiong on L 2 (G).) This leads us to the following construction. Let C * G → B be the locally trivial bundle with fibers C * (G b ). It is the fiber bundle associated to P and its action on C * (G), that is,
The local triviality of this bundle allows us to talk about the space of continuous sections of this bundle, which is a complete normed algebra (even a C * -algebra). 
Proof. The first statement follows from the fact that these two algebras are the completions of the same algebra ψ −∞ inv (G) with respect to the same norm. Assume first that B is path-connected. We shall use the notation and the constructions introduced at the end of Section 1. In particular, H G is the image of the holonomy morphism π 1 (B, b 0 ) → H R := Aut(G)/ Aut 0 (G). Let H be the inverse image of H G in Aut(G). Then we can reduce the structure group of P to H. Choose sets S n ⊂ G such that S n ⊂ S n+1 , each S n is π 1 (B, b 0 )-invariant and ∪S n = G. Also, let q n be the central projection of C * (G) corresponding to S n . By construction, q n is invariant for H, and hence it gives rise to a section p n of C * G , which is the desired projection. In general, we use an exhaustion of G by compact-open subsets.
Let A be a (possibly non-unital) algebra. By a finitely-generated, projective module over A we shall understand a left A-module of the form A N e, where e ∈ M N (A) is a projection (that is, e 2 = e). All modules over non-commutative algebras used below will be assumed to be left-modules, unless otherwise mentioned.
Theorem 5.2. Assume that the bundle of compact Lie groups G → B has representation theoretic finite holonomy and that B is compact. Then there is a natural equivalence of categories between the category of locally trivial G-equivariant vector bundles over B and the category of finitely-generated, projective modules over
Proof. If E → B is a G-equivariant vector bundle, we can endow E with a G-invariant metric (Corollary 3.14) and hence we obtain that C(G) acts on Γ(E). Using the local triviality of G and the metric on E, we see that we can extend this action of C(G) to an action of C * (G). Thus Γ(E) is a C * (G)-module. We shall prove that if is projective and that E → Γ(E) is an equivalence of categories.
By looking at the representations of G that appear in the fibers of E → B, we see that by choosing n large enough we can assume that p n acts as the identity on Γ(E). Then there exists a surjective map
N as a G-equivariant vector bundle, we see that E has a direct summand in it, which implies then that the C * (G)-module Γ(E) is a direct summand of (C * (G)p n ) N , and hence it is of the form C * (G) N e, for some projection e ∈ M N (p n C * (G)p n ). Conversely, let us assume that M is a finitely-generated, projective C * (G)-module, that is, that M ∼ = C * (G) N e, for some projection e ∈ M N (C * (G)). Then the space of continuous sections of G will also act on M . Using the local triviality of G → B, we then see that there exists n such that p n e = e. Then M = (p n C * (G)) N e is also a projective module over the unital algebra p n C * (G)p n = p n C * (G), which contains C(B) in its center. Since p n C * (G) is a projective C(B)-module, M will also be a projective C(B)-module, and hence it can be identified with the space of sections of a vector bundle E → B. Then the action of C * (G) on E is fiberwise and, by restricting to G, we obtain that E is also a G-equivariant vector bundle. Thus M ∼ = Γ(E) as C * (G)-modules.
We remark that the first part of the above theorem remains true even without the representation theoretic finite holonomy condition, but the proof has to be slightly modified. The second part, that is the isomorphism of the K-theory groups, is not true, in general, without the representation theoretic finite holonomy condition.
We now take a closer look at the structure of the algebra C * (G). 
is a continuous function on ( G) d (this also follows from the local triviality of G → B). Moreover,
, the functions (f n ) T R converge uniformly on each of the sets ( G) d , which shows that the definition of f T R can be extended to f ∈ C * (G) by continuity, and the result will still be continuous on G.
Let us denote by , C) ) the group of automorphisms of the algebra M d (C). If A → X is a bundle of algebras with structure group P GL(d, C), then every fiber
will have a unique C * -norm denoted x , for any x ∈ X. (Recall that a norm on a * -algebra A is called a C * -norm if it is a complete Banach algebra norm and x * x = x 2 for any x ∈ A. A normed * -algebra is called a C * -algebra if its norm is a C * -norm.) We shall denote by Γ 0 (A) the space of continuous sections ξ of A such that for any ǫ > 0, the set {x, ξ x ≥ ǫ} is a compact subset of G. Then Γ 0 (A) is complete in the norm ξ = sup x ξ(σ) x and is a C * -algebra. 
In particular,
) and the primitive ideal spectrum of C * (G) is homeomorphic to G, which in turn is homeomorphic to the disjoint union of the sets ( G) d .
Proof. The first part of the result follows from the fact that the pointwise trace f → f T R defined above is continuous for any f ∈ C * (G). The second part is also a general property of continuous trace C * -algebras. (See [15] and the references therein.)
We thus obtain a description of K i (C * (G)) in terms of twisted K-theory. (A twisted K-theory group of a space X is the K-theory of a bundle of matrix algebras or compact operators over X. See [10, 35, 18] and the references therein for more information on the subject.)
The above theorem has several consequences. 
Proof. If the fibers of G → B are abelian groups, then C * (G) is also abelian and its primitive ideal spectrum is G.
We shall assume until the end of this section that B is a path-connected, locally simply-connected space. (Also, recall that beginning with Section 3, B is assumed to be compact.) Let P be the principal Aut(G) bundle defining G → B. We shall identify G with one of the fibers of G → B. Fix σ ∈ G, we shall denote then by B σ the connected component of G containing σ. Recall that π 1 (B, b 0 ) acts on G. Then B σ → B is the covering space associated to the isotropy of σ in π 1 (B, b 0 ) , more precisely, ifB → B is a universal covering space of B, then the covering B σ → B is equivalent to the coveringB × π1(B,b0) (π 1 (B, b 0 ) 
The space B σ is contained in the space ( G) d , with d = dim σ. We shall denote by A σ the bundle of finite dimensional algebras obtained by restricting A d to B σ . We then have the following corollary. For the following result, we shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.6. Let A → X be a locally trivial bundle of finite dimensional algebras with fiber
Proof. Let A = Γ 0 (A). Endow each fiber of A → X with the inner product (T, T 1 ) := T r(T * 1 T ), with T and T 1 in the fiber. Then A → X is a Hermitian vector bundle. Let B = Γ 0 (End(A)), which will be then a C * -algebra Morita equivalent to C 0 (X). In particular, End(A) )), isomorphism that we shall denote by j in what follows. Note also that we have a natural morphism j 0 : C 0 (X) → B, which sends a function f to the operator of multiplication with that function f . Let [A] be the class in K 0 (X) = K 0 (C 0 (X)) of the vector bundle A → X. Then, at the level of K 0 -groups, we have (j 0 )
The center of A is isomorphic to C 0 (X), which gives rise to an algebra morphism φ : C 0 (X) → A. Left multiplication with the elements of A gives rise to a second algebra morphism ψ :
Assume A is a trivial bundle of rank
This proves the rational isomorphism for trivial bundles A.
In general, we use the fact that the maps φ * and ψ * are natural and a Meyer-Vietoris argument [9] , to complete the proof.
The above example is not true if we do not include rational coefficients, as implied by the following example due to M. Dadarlat.
Example 5.7. Let X be the mapping cone of the map z → z n of the circle. Then X is a two dimensional CW complex with
Using the homotopy exact sequence
we see that any C(X)-linear automorphism of
that is given by a map X → P U (n) is determined up to unitary equivalence by a line bundle E over X with E ⊕ · · · ⊕ E (n-times) trivial.
One also can verify that the map α * :
. Define the mapping cylinder M α of α:
Then M α is the C * -algebra of sections of a bundle of n × n-matrices with spectrum Y = T × X and center C(Y ). The exact sequence
This completes the example of a bundle of algebras whose K-theory is not isomorphic to that of its center.
The decomposition of Corollary 5.5 leads to the following determination of the K-theory groups of the algebras C * (G), up to rational isomorphism.
components of G are compact. We then know by Theorem 2.4 that these conditions are also equivalent to the condition that the range H G of the holonomy morphism be finite. We identify G with a fiber of G → B and let B σ be the connected component in G of σ ∈ G, as above. LetB → B be a universal covering space of B and let B ′ :=B × π1(B,b0) H R . Then for any σ we obtain a map
Let us lift P to an Aut(G)-principal bundle on B ′ . Then, by construction, the resulting bundle reduces to a principal Aut 0 (G) = G int = G/Z(G) bundle classified by a one-cocycle in H 1 (B ′ , G int ) (we are using here Corollary 2.5). Let us denote by χ ∈ H 2 (B ′ , Z(G)) the image of this cocycle under the connecting morphism in non-abelian cohomology associated to the exact sequence of groups
Let G ′ be the derived group of G (G ′ is connected because we assumed G to be connected). Denote
a finite abelian group. Because G ′ maps onto G/Z(G), the obstruction χ comes from a canonical element
Let σ : G → GL(V σ ) be an irreducible representation of G and d σ = dim V σ , as before. Then
which induces a morphism
From the above constructions, we obtain the following theorem. 
Proof. This follows from the definitions of the obstructions χ ′ and χ σ , from the fact that the morphism G → GL(V σ ) maps Z ′ ⊂ C dσ , and from the naturality of the boundary map in non-abelian cohomology.
The Dixmier-Douady invariant was recently been shown to be relevant in the study of RamondRamond fields (see [18, 10, 41, 42] and the references therein). On the other hand, the algebra C * (G) is naturally a direct sum of algebras with controlled Dixmier-Douady invariant. This suggests then the question whether Ramond-Ramond fields can be obtained as indices of operators invariant with respect to a bundle of compact Lie groups G → B. The Dixmier-Douady invariant of the resulting fields of algebras can be determined in terms of a unique obstruction defined in terms of G, at least in the case when the holonomy map π 1 (B, b 0 ) → Aut(G)/ Aut 0 (G) is trivial.
The analytic index: an algebraic approach
We shall use below ⊗, the minimal tensor product of C * -algebras. Recall that the minimal tensor product of C * -algebras is defined to be (isomorphic to) the completion of the image of π 1 ⊗ π 2 , the tensor product of two injective representations π 1 and π 2 . The same definition applies to the tensor products ⊗ C over a central subalgebra C [37] . By a standard argument [34] , the algebra p(C * (G) ⊗K)p is isomorphic to C * (Y, G). It is then known that p(C * (G) ⊗K)p is Morita equivalent to (C * (G) ⊗K)p(C * (G) ⊗K) [9] . This completes the proof.
We proceed now to define the index of an elliptic, invariant family of operators
without any holonomy assumption on G → B. We assume that Y is compact, for simplicity; otherwise, we need to use algebras with adjoint units. First, we observe that there exists an exact sequence
The 
be the boundary map in the K-theory exact sequence
associated to the exact sequence 17. We hence obtain a group morphism ∂ :
. By combining this morphism with the canonical morphism K 0 (C * (Y, G)) → K 0 (C * (G)), we obtain our desired morphism,
which we shall call the analytic index morphism. The image of D under the composition of the above maps, that is ind a ([T ]), will be denoted ind a (D) and will be called the analytic index of D. The analytic index morphism descends to a group morphism K 1 (S * vt Y ) → K 0 (C * (G)) denoted in the same way. For T acting between not necessarily equal vector bundles, we can proceed similarly by using bivariant K-theory [12, 38] to define a morphism
We still need to prove that the two definitions of the analytic index coincide. 
Appendix
Let us recall some general constructions of K-theory from [23] and [22] . First we need some definitions.
Definition 7.1. [23, I.6.7] An additive category C is called pseudo-Abelian, if for each object E from C and each morphism p : E → E, satisfying to a condition p 2 = p (i. e. an idempotent) there exists the kernel Ker p. For an arbitrary additive category C there exists associated pseudo-Abelian category C which is a solution of the corresponding universal problem and is defined as follows [23, I.6.10] . Objects of C are pairs (E, p), where E ∈ Ob(C) and p is a projector in E. A morphism from (E, p) to (F, q) is such a morphism f : E → F in C, that f • p = q • f = f . Let S(M ) be the quotient of M × M by the above equivalence relation. Then S(M ) is a group, called the group completion. If we consider now an additive category C and denote byĖ the isomorphism class of an object E from C, then the set Φ(C) of these classes is equipped with a structure of an Abelian monoid with respect to operationĖ +Ḟ = (E ⊕ F )
• . In this case the group S(Φ(C)) is denoted by K(C) and is called Grothendieck group of the category C. Definition 7.3. [23, § II.2] A Banach structure on an additive category C is defined by a Banach space structure on all groups C(E, F ), where E and F are arbitrary objects from C such that the composition of morphisms C(E, F ) × C(F, G) → C(E, G) is bilinear and continuous. We also say that C is a Banach category. ′ be a quasi-surjective Banach functor. We shall denote by Γ(ϕ) the set consisting of triples of the form (E, F, α), where E and F are objects of the category C and α : ϕ(E) → ϕ(F ) is an isomorphism. The triples (E, F, α) and (E ′ , F ′ , α ′ ) are called isomorphic, if there are isomorphisms f : E → E ′ and g : F → F ′ such that the diagram
commutes. A triple (E, F, α) is elementary if E = F and isomorphism α is homotopic in the set of automorphisms of ϕ(E) to the identical isomorphism Id ϕ(E) . We define sum of two triples (E, F, α) and
The Grothendieck group K(ϕ) of a functor ϕ is defined as quotient set of the monoid Γ(ϕ) with respect to the following equivalence relation: σ ∼ σ ′ if and only if there exist elementary triples τ and τ ′ , that the triple σ + τ is isomorphic to the triple σ ′ + τ ′ . The operation of addition introduces on K(ϕ) a structure of Abelian group. The class of a triple we shall denote by d (E, F, α) .
